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Of New York Times best-selling author Sue Grafton, NPR's Maureen Corrigan said, "Makes me

wish there were more than 26 letters." With only one letter left, Grafton's many devoted listeners will

share that sentiment. The darkest and most disturbing case report from the files of Kinsey Millhone,

Y begins in 1979, when four teenage boys from an elite private school sexually assault a

14-year-old classmate - and film the attack. Not long after, the tape goes missing, and the

suspected thief, a fellow classmate, is murdered. In the investigation that follows, one boy turns

state's evidence, and two of his peers are convicted. But the ringleader escapes without a trace.

Now it's 1989, and one of the perpetrators, Fritz McCabe, has been released from prison. Moody,

unrepentant, and angry, he is a virtual prisoner of his ever-watchful parents - until a copy of the

missing tape arrives with a ransom demand. That's when the McCabes call Kinsey Millhone for

help. As she is drawn into their family drama, she keeps a watchful eye on Fritz. But he's not the

only one being haunted by the past. A vicious sociopath with a grudge against Millhone may be

leaving traces of himself for her to find....
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Exit now. *It's hard for me to rate this book because I've been one of fictional Kinsey Milhone's fans

since 1982. I've eagerly awaited every single " alphabet book" featuring Kinsey to this day, and it's

heartbreaking to realize there's only one more, most likely dealing with the letter Z .The reason it's

hard for me to rate the book lower than 5 stars is because of the subject matter and the way it's



handled by the author, Sue Grafton, a multi- award winner for decades and someone I'd truly love to

meet. I respect her work, but I do not have a lot of respect for this book.Briefly, this is why I do not

have a lot of love for this particular tome in the long series.1) It is not " true" to the other books in the

series because this book has chapters of graphic sexual violence. I don't want tea and crumpets

cozy mystery in a Kinsey Milhone novel, no, far from it, but I also do not want to have to read about

a teen's rape and abuse and how a large group of people view the incident over and over ( same

case, different characters talking about it endlessly).2) Kinsey can't " remember" to take her gun

with her even though a psychopath from an earlier book is clearly stalking her fearlessly.It makes

Kinsey look stupid, and she's NEVER looked stupid. It's Janet Evanovich's " Stephanie Plum" who

leaves her gun in the cookie jar and makes a running joke of being in mortal peril and

gunless.Earlier books in the series did have some shooting in them, so I am not sure if this is the

author's anti- gun statement built into the book, or a possible pro- gun statement since not having a

weapon was bound to happen and put Kinsey in the climatic dangerous situation with a madman, or

if the equally successful " Stephanie Plum" series gave Ms. Grafton the " oops, left that new gun at

home" idea to the author. It's not cute, it makes Kinsey seem intellectually impaired. It's really sad to

see a smart and street- smart character dumbed down after 35 years of gaining experiences in her

life and career as a P.I.3) There was chaos and disorder in the writing and in the scenes. First of all,

the book is set in two time periods; We have 1979 flashbacks written with teeangers in loads of

trouble, and the " current time" assigned to Kinsey of 1989. ( Keeping her cell phone free and with

very limited Internet access).However, while Kinsey was under- equipped in the electronics supplies

in 1989 , the 1979 teen group had the ability to make a video, view it on their VCRs in their

bedrooms, clean it up through the use of editing software in 1979 ( and I don't mean splicing film

with a knife and some tape either but professional computer editing in 1979). Also, there's the

matter of the professional quality video. Not one person remarked that the video was out of focus,

blurry, amateur, anything of the sort, so apparently, it was much better than would be expected from

1979 equipment and the teens using it.When we are reading in the " present time" of 1989, Kinsey

could somehow determine that copies of the prurient video were or could have been made using

hand held video cameras and a projector, while hand held video cameras of the type being

described in the book didn't yet exist. The rich kids had them, Kinsey was viewing their copies. The

book doesn't bluntly say the kids made the first set of copies, but the guy who tells her how it could

have been copied was deeply involved in the storyline in 1979.Another small example of the

anachronisms which pepper this book is a reference to Kinsey viewing a small patio or lawn with

moderate disdain. As it is described to us, it holds molded plastic lawn chairs. I remember when



those admittedly tacky chairs were first on the market and it was in the next decade, the mid

1990s.4) Another factoid in this book which didn't seem true to Henry and Kinsey's shared green

space and Henry's gardening at all was the very frequent reminders that Henry, who is quite a

dapper gentleman ( lest we forget we are reminded a few times in every single book with just those

words, instead of his actions speaking for his poise and manners), completely abandons his

beloved lawn. The book begins with the backyard being a large square of dirt and it goes way

downhill from there ( no pun intended).Kinsey didn't do any cleaning or talk much about her beloved

nautical- themed apartment that Henry built for her years ago, and she's told us that she's wild for

her tiny space, and is also OCD about cleaning. She doesn't clean or care about her apartment, and

Henry doesn't garden. Great losses of endearing qualities. Henry gives his pristine baker's kitchen

over to a very dubious person..Both Henry and Kinsey didn't love the important things in their lives

in this one book. Kinsey didn't find any personal joys at all, and neither did any of the other

characters.In summary, I found the book to need better editing for the many anachronisms. I had to

take some breaks from reading ( a first for the series since around the "D Is For Deadbeat" book in

the series) because of the really OTT violent sexual content that went on and on and on. I didn't feel

that Kinsey, Henry, their friends, or the town of Saint Theresa were at all enhanced by the P. I. work

that fell into Kinsey's lap in this book. The suspense, for me, mostly came from the reader's

awareness of her level of unpreparedness to deal with a psychopath from her recent past. (

Readers of the series will remember him).I'm glad I read it, as I am a completist about books in a

series, but this 35 year relationship with Kinsey isn't really going in the ways I had hoped. Down

through the years, there have been glimpses of Kinsey getting at least one fun friend in her age

group, a nice guy or two taking her out, even a decent car in some of the books. Any of the above

would have been a glimmer of light in this book, but no, none of it happened. No one made Kinsey's

life any better at all, and to me, that is the heart of the series.It's not about " the bad guys" as much

as it is about Kinsey and her life after all these years. We long- term readers all know that time

stands still in Saint Theresa, or inches up a few years in the entire series just to the point where cell

phones and computers were extremely useful and affordable and stops short.In keeping the e- data

out of the equation, Sue Grafton keeps Kinsey " a gumshoe", not a " plugged in" sleuth. I like this

quality and am glad it wasn't abandoned, but it did suffer greatly in continuity in this one particular

book.

I have long been a Sue Grafton fan and have read all of the books in the Kinsey Millhone

series.Nearing her late 70s, Sue Grafton remains a master of the private eye genre. Y Is for



Yesterday, however, is disappointing.The subject matter is indeed dark and disturbing, involving an

amateur porno tape and a high school murder. Worse, few if any of the characters are appealing.

Even some of the old Millhone characters, like her landlord Henry, Rosie and the homeless Pearl,

don't do much to relieve the darkness.The constant flashbacks between 1979 and 1989 become

annoying, with information repeated from several different points of view. Most of Grafton's books

have Kinsey as the first-person narrator. In this one, supposedly the next-to-last in the series,

Kinsey narrates part of the story, but large chunks of it use an omniscient or third-person

narrator.Kinsey herself seems to have lost some of her self-confidence and spunk that has made

her such a delightful character. She's constantly fearful of another attack by the man who had tried

to strangle her in X (with good reason).I can't recall another novel in the series that I've enjoyed

less. I can only hope that when Z is for Zero comes out it will take us back to the Kinsey Millhone

we've known and loved. Grafton certainly still has the talent and ability to do so.I do admit that the

ending of Y Is for Yesterday is, for the most part, satisfying, so that gives me reason for hope that

Grafton will wrap up the series in style.

I feel like this book was totally unedited and anachronisms abounded. First, we have a group of

teens, in 1979, who all own VCRs, video cameras, computers and one even has video editing

software on his computer??! While the first is justly remotely possible, the others aren't. Kinsey, in

1989, references found footage, hand held type movies which weren't around yet and molded

plastic lawn chairs before they were in use. There are many more and it drove me crazy. Plus,

Kinsey receives the same information several times from multiple people and doesn't seem to

remember that she already knows it. Several chapters were incredibly repetitive. The plot is

convoluted and the characters dull or unlikable to the point that I almost stopped reading. There is

soooo much filler and random description of meaningless stuff . REALLY-- Penguin needed to clean

this book up. I have loved Grafton for years, and continue to do so, as this book was an anomaly,

and Kinsey's personality was still fairly vivid, but honestly -- if it had been any other author. I would

have tossed it halfway through.

I enjoy her unique blend of characters! Her style, her vulnerabilities, her unexpected soft spots- her

work ethic. Kinsey and I have spent more and enjoyable than my ex husband! Sue's Kinsey

Millohone shows us life when we are not always perfect, but Damon, we mean well. She is bright,

strong and kind! Only thing I did not enjoy-only one letter left! Take us home in style Kinsey! You

have gotten me through long plane rides, break times and times when I felt like I needed getaway &



visit an old friend. Thank you, Sue Grafton! Write on !!!!!

I read this book so much slower than I usually do, trying to make it last as long as I could. I will miss

Kinsey so much if indeed the Z book is the last. Also Henry and his family, Rosie, Cheney and all

the other characters that I have grown to love like neighbors or even family. Surprise twist at the end

that I was not expecting. Loved it.

As always, Sue Grafton delivers the goods. "Y is for Yesterday" is true to form for the Kinsey

Millhone series with clever interwoven plots, well developed characters and unexpected twists

critical for any decent detective story. A perfect read for entertainment and diversion, something we

could all use a dose of these days.
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